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Color Our World with Poems
For Kindergarten Through Grade Three

by Karen K. Lewis

(This lesson has been adapted from ideas shared by poet-teacher Karin Faulkner, with a nod to Kenneth Koch’s 
pioneering work in New York City during the 1960s.) 

We connect with colors at an early age. In this lesson, the classroom comes alive with colors and colorful 
language. What sound does purple make? What does red taste like? We’ll play with images, similes, 
synesthesia, sounds, and alliteration to create a colorful kaleidoscope of creative poems. This project 
engages younger students and can be adapted for higher grades. Students may turn their poems into visual 
art: drawings, color mobiles, or a classroom collage.

1. Set up a blank wall board, or tape a blank scroll of paper on the board.
2. Have students sit in a semicircle so they can all see the board and each other.
3. Chat about how poets connect colors to objects, actions, sounds, and feelings. Read the stanza of 

Federico García Lorca’s “Sleepwalking Ballad” on the worksheet. Prompt the students to brainstorm 
how to connect a color word with something else: Brown ___. Brown is like ____. Blue sounds 
like_____. Green jumps like a frog. Purple ____, purple ______.

4. Ask children to raise their hands and share an idea. Write each image on the board/scroll. Once 
you have five to ten ideas, read the lines together and ask students to dream up extra details to add. 
Example: Brown is like a bear that ____. (Ask: What is your bear doing?) Mention that the best poems 
mix real things with “make believe.”

5. Applaud students for sharing creative details.
6. Ask students to create a title; this might be two words connected in a fun new way.
7. Tell students: “Now we will each have a chance to write our own color poem.”
8. Dismiss students to their desks and hand out paper and pencils. 
9. Remind students that this is silent writing time. Tell them: “Write your own poem about color. Ask your 

imagination for images and feelings that go with your color.”
10. Circulate around the classroom. Remind young poets to work in silence, or to raise their hand if they 

want help. Encourage “stuck” students by asking them their favorite color. Suggest:  “[Favorite color] is 
like [feeling, sound, object, or creature].” Let students know they can fix spelling later. Optional: Pass 
out paint sample color strips as students are writing. Mention they might find new ideas from these 
colors or (grades two and up) from the color names on the paint strips.

11. About two minutes before silent writing ends, ask students to dream up titles. Encourage vivid 
language: “Titles don’t need to make sense. Sometimes poets make a surprise or use a secret for their 
title.”

12. Return to the circle. Take turns sharing poems aloud. Practice being a good audience, with careful 
listening and polite applause.

13. Express thanks to your young writers for creating a colorful new world. 

Time and Materials: Allow 45 to 60 minutes. You will need a scroll and markers for the warm-up group 
poem, pencils, and writing paper. Optional: color strips from a paint store, and/or art supplies, plus parent 
helpers for students who need extra help.
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Worksheet

Romance Sonámbulo  
   by Federico García Lorca
 
http://www.poesi.as/index203.htm
 
Note: this link will take you to the full 
poem in Spanish. For this age-level and 
this lesson, we recommend using just 
stanza two, the one translated below. 

 

Sleepwalker’s Ballad
(excerpt, stanza two)

   Green, how I love you green.
Great glittering stars of frost
come with the fish of shadows
that open the road to dawn.
The fig tree rubs the wind
with the sandpaper of its branches,
and the mountain, thieving cat,
bristles its sour agaves.
But who will arrive? And from where? . . .
She follows along her balcony railing,
green skin, green hair,
dreaming in the bitter sea.

(Translated by Karen Lewis)

Silver
 by Greyson Gove, Marin County 

Silver is small and shy
He is invisible to those who don’t believe
Silver flies on wings of woven stars
He watches from a peak of silver snow
He uses his magic for good only
He wears a cloak of moonbeams 
 and a tunic of mist
When he’s sad he takes a ride on a shooting star 
 to cheer him up
When he’s happy he glows and shines
He dreams of becoming a star.

Dream Colors
 by Nayeli Orozco, Mendocino County 

Purple looks like a book.
Blue feels like blueberries.
Pink tastes like a pink cookie.
Red sounds like my heart.
Green is like green grass.
Black is like the dots on a ladybug.
Green is like a leaf.
Purple is my color of my dreams.

Prompts
Try this:
____________ is _______________
_________ sounds like __________
_________ is like_______________
_________ dreams about _______
_______hair, _______skin . . .


